When it comes to challenging working environments, the Military is undoubtedly one of the most complex, demanding access to secure technology and platforms that support effective and rapid decision-making across multiple global locations.

Avocor solutions for military and defense environments

From safe and secure video collaboration to a superior annotation and writing experience, Avocor offers a range of solutions designed to overcome some of the challenges of video conferencing and communication within defense organizations.

Secure

Security is the primary consideration when it comes to technology adoption within the military, and Avocor solutions feature USB-C, single-cable connectivity, meaning users can instantly share their content directly from their device to the main meeting display, fully utilizing BYOD functionality.

In addition, Avocor hardware has no built-in wireless features, meaning that your hardware is instantly deployable and ready to go, with no need to uninstall any wireless capabilities or Bluetooth capabilities on display set-up.

Avocor displays are also built to last, with a durable exterior that withstands difficult settings.

Accessible

Avocor displays are designed with ease of use in mind and are simple to set up and interact with. UIQ, Avocor’s user interface, delivers a clean and crisp platform for users, meaning meeting set-up time is dramatically reduced. Avocor’s interactive displays feature the latest touch technology, enabling a superior annotation experience with fast reaction times and limited lag or downtime, making them ideal for mission-critical applications and environments.

Trusted

Avocor has partnered with Logitech to create CollabTouch, three solutions in a range of different sizes that combine the very best Avocor interactive displays with the Logitech Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini, delivering a TAA compliment solution* for instant video collaboration.

Seamless

Avocor hardware works seamlessly with leading collaboration platforms from Zoom and Microsoft Teams and with Avocor GroupShare, powered by DisplayNote, applications are brought together into one interface meaning users can instantly connect with colleagues on whatever UC platform they need to.*

For more information about how Avocor solutions can help your collaboration journey, visit avocor.com